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No Passwords. 
More Secure. 
 
Reduce your risk exposure with decentralized password alternatives 
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Passwords are no longer 
secure 

The modern computer password was introduced to computer science 

and the wider world in 1960 by Fernando Corbató.  We have been using 

passwords for the past 60 years to protect and secure our critical 

information. This mechanism of using passwords to secure and protect 

our sensitive data is outdated, and is failing us. Nearly all data breaches 

start with compromised passwords, and even the strongest  passwords 

can easily be phished. The risks outweigh the benefits of using passwords. 

The  goal of eliminating passwords is a conversation topic for every 

organization. But how do you get there? 
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Over 15 billion 
credentials for 
sale on dark 
web 

 
Source: Forbes  

More than 15 billion username and password 
credentials to online digital services, 
including bank and social media accounts, 
are openly for sale on the dark web – over 
three times the amount available to cyber 
criminals just two years ago. With solutions 
such as Evilginx, malicious actors can bypass 
multi-factor authentications. The impact of 
compromised credentials can include the 
breach of sensitive information and the 
compromise of IT systems and data, a serious 
loss of brand reputation, and financial losses 
that include the cost of responding to and 
remediating a breach, as well as lost sales. 
 

Over 80% of 
hacking-related 
breaches involve 
the use of stolen 
credentials  

 
Source: Verizon DBIR 2020  

According to Verizon’s recently released 
2020 Data Breach Investigations Report 
(DBIR), over 80% of hacking-related breaches 
involved the use of lost or stolen credentials. 
Data breaches can cause devastating 
financial losses and affect an organization’s 
reputation and brand for years. From lost 
business to regulatory fines and remediation 
costs, data breaches have far-reaching 
consequences.   
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Password-based authentication has always been challenging for 
organizations throughout the evolving security landscape.  A simple 
authentication that is based on a user’s knowledge of the secret, i.e. 
a password, to access an account containing sensitive information is 
no longer a feasible option to protect the account from attackers. 
To distinguish between the account owner and the attacker, 
organizations need to move beyond using just passwords for 
protection. 

 
To support stronger authentication, organizations are enabling and 
enforcing multi-factor authentication (MFA) to better distinguish 
between the account owner and the attacker. MFA options include 
smart-cards, hard and soft tokens, SMS, and more. However, 
depending on the implementation, MFA can also lead to increasing 
complexity and add friction to the user experience. It is critical that 
organizations deliver simple and seamless user experience while 
balancing security risk 
  

Why eliminate passwords? 
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To enhance user experience and 
provide better security, organizations 
are moving toward passwordless 
authentication using advanced 
technologies like biometrics, PIN, and 
cryptography. These new methods 
are enabling passwordless 
authentication across platforms. This 
modern approach is designed to 
replace passwords with cryptography, 
biometrics and the mobile devices 
that people already use. 
 

 Password replacement options can 
help organizations provide a 
convenient and user-friendly 
experience without introducing any 
new security risks. Passwordless 
authentication enables a modern 
approach to authentication that 
meets security and privacy 
requirements, while ensuring   a 
friction-free user experience. 
 
Moving forward, end-users should 
never have to remember complex 
passwords or deal with passwords in 
their day-to-day lives. And with an 
intuitive sign-in experience that is as 
simple as unlocking a mobile device, 
help desk costs can be reduced. 
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Imagine offering fast, convenient, and secure services – both for customers and 
employees, without requiring passwords and without incurring the operational overhead 
of password management. Imagine users on desktops and mobile devices being able to 
access the secure content and services they want without having to remember passwords 
or call the support desk for help. Imagine new services that could be enabled if 
authentication were easy and friction-free. Imagine IT organizations freeing themselves 
from the daily grind and expense of managing and resetting passwords. 
 
The benefits of Passwordless Authentication: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Improved Security 

 
Passwordless authentication 
eliminates the security risks 

associated with stolen 
passwords and brute force 

attacks 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Improved Usability 

 
Passwordless authentication 

frees users from having to 
remember and type complex 

passwords 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Improved Efficiency 

 
Passwordless authentication 

eliminates the need for IT 
departments to manage 

passwords 

 

 

  

Solving the Password Problem 
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Authentication without passwords, i.e. passwordless authentication, as we refer to 
it in this brief, is a secure login method  that replaces both passwords and multi-
factor authentication.  
 
To enable the next generation of modern authentication, BlokSec has built an 
authentication platform that is more secure than passwords and multi-factor 
authentication combined. BlokSec’s platform provides security and privacy by 
design, leveraging a  patent-pending consent-based approach for authentication. 
Advanced technologies like biometrics and cryptography ensure user identity. 
 
When describing the security of protecting a website or a mobile app, we talk about 
authentication factors. Passwords provide only a single weak factor of 
authentication: proof that you know a secret.  BlokSec uses three (3) strong factors 
of authentication: proof of possession by uniquely linking your account to your 
mobile device, proof of presence through fingerprint or facial recognition and proof 
of consent by asking for your permission to login. 

No passwords. 
More secure. 
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The mobile device used as part of the authentication process creates a unique 
private key that is stored locally on the device and can only be unlocked using a 
local gesture such as a biometric recognition (fingerprint scan, facial recognition) 
or PIN associated to the user of the mobile device. This modern approach to 
authentication ensures that the person is who they say they are – i.e. the account 
owner – rather than an attacker. 
 
To provide user authenticity and integrity, the BlokSec platform leverages a 
combination of decentralized identity, personal smart contracts and distributed 
ledger technology to provide a consensus-based digital signature verification 
process. This approach makes it impossible for attackers to take over the 
authoritative source (i.e. a directory or database with passwords or a centrally 
stored public key database) which is the security flaw with all trusted third parties. 
 
BlokSec’s passwordless login makes authentication fast and easy by eliminating the 
need for passwords. The authentication platform can be used to authenticate 
across any service a user interacts with – consumer websites and mobile apps, web-
based business applications, and social media. 
 
BlokSec’s unique approach to transaction logging by leveraging a distributed ledger 
technology that provides tampered-proof auditing to help organizations to support 
audit and compliance requirements for important transactions 
 
BlokSec’s architecture approach to provide isolation by design with support for 
data sovereignty ensures that organizations can meet data residency and 
compliance requirements such as General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), 
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), etc. 
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1. The user attempts to sign into their 
account from a website or a mobile app by 
simply identifying themselves with their 
username or email address. No password 
required. 
 

3. Once the digital signature is verified and 
the transaction is audited, the service 
provider is issued proof of identity and 
allows the user to login to their account. 

2. The service provider initiates a login 
request for the user. The BlokSec API sends a 
push notification to the mobile device. The 
user interacts with a local gesture (for 
example, biometric, PIN) and grants 
permission to create a unique one-time digital 
signature.  

 

  

Secure and simple authentication flow 
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Retail 
 
Based on a joint study between MasterCard and 
University of Oxford, about third of online 
transactions including purchases are abandoned 
because consumers cannot remember their 
passwords. It is estimated that $98 billion is left 
on the table every year by companies who fail to 
provide a simple and secure online experience. 
 
Passwordless login streamlines shopping cart 
access while providing rigorous authentication 
and transaction auditing as a guard against 
fraud. 
 
Passwordless login can help retail organizations 
increase their revenue by offering a frictionless 
and secure login experience. 
 

Finance 
 

According to Terbium Labs, credentials for 
financial accounts ranks in the top five 
most popular resources for sale on dark 
web marketplaces. Credentials can be 
purchased starting from $100+  based on 
the funds available in the bank account.  
 
With passwordless logins, users no longer 
enter a password that can be stolen and 
put for sale on the dark web, and even 
compromised accounts become 
protected.  
 
Passwordless logins can help finance / 
banking organizations increase their 
revenue by offering a frictionless and 
secure login experience. 

 

 
 
  

Passwordless login 
use cases  
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Loyalty Rewards Programs 
 
Loyalty and rewards programs are growing and 
becoming increasingly popular with businesses 
and consumers. According to LoyaltyOne, a 
loyalty advisory company, there are more than 
3.8 billion rewards memberships in North 
America. The loyalty rewards accounts in North 
America are worth more than $60 billion with an 
estimate of $250 billion globally according to 
Loyalty Fraud Prevention Association group. 
According to PYMNTS, attacks on loyalty 
accounts rose nearly three times from 2016 to 
2017, at a global cost of $2.3 Billion (USD) and are 
expected to keep rising in the next 5 years. 
 
In 2019, account takeover attacks increased by 
79% year-over-year. With the rise of account 
takeovers, organizations offering loyalty 
rewards programs will require increased 
attention and investment in cybersecurity. Peter 
R. Maeder, co-founder of the Loyalty Fraud 
Prevention Association, in an interview with 
PYMNTS pointed out that “biometric technology, 
such as fingerprint and face scanning, are tools 
that could be used to prevent fraudsters from 
gaining access to accounts”. 
 
With BlokSec’s passwordless login which 
leverages three factors of user verification, will 
help organizations and their customers from 
being victims of digital fraud. 
 

Health Sector 
 
According to Health IT Security, the health 
sector was the most targeted by hackers in 
2019 with breach costs rising to $17.76B. As 
healthcare institutions go through digital 
transformation and allow access online via 
websites or mobile apps, the threat vector also 
increases.  
 
Unauthorized access and phishing were the 
most common type of breach accounting for 
54% of incidents in 2019. 
 
With BlokSec’s modern authentication, health 
care institutions can curb unauthorized access 
and phishing attacks to stop exposure and leak 
of sensitive healthcare data. 
 
Passwordless logins can help healthcare 
institutions reduce risk exposure and reduce 
the cost of data breaches. 
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For too long, passwords have hampered end users, security teams, and IT teams. By 
enabling passwordless security, we begin a new era and embark on a path to meaningfully 
reduce an organizations’ identity risk while providing a simple authentication experience 
for end-users. 

 
Using passwordless login, organizations can strengthen their security posture, reduce IT 
expenses, enable friction-free user experience, and support a fast and convenient method 
to verify who they say they are. 

 
Passwordless login offers: 

• Improved Security – Eliminating passwords eliminates security vulnerabilities from 
stolen passwords. Passwords cannot be stolen by phishing attacks and attackers 
cannot execute brute force attacks for simple passwords or launch credential 
stuffing attacks leading to account takeover, identity theft and digital fraud 

• Improved Usability – Eliminating passwords eliminates the need for users to create 
and remember complex passwords. Users no longer have to pause to enter passwords 
or go through a password reset scenario. Access to secure and sensitive information 
is fast and easy with a login experience as simple as unlocking a mobile device 

• Improved Efficiency – Eliminating passwords eliminates the burden on IT teams from 
provisioning and managing passwords – reducing the load on IT support. Passwordless 
also reduces the login time for your end users enabling them to swiftly access services 
and information important to them. 
 
 
 
  

Summary  
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BlokSec provides decentralized-identity-as-a-service (DIaaS)TM 
to support next generation security features to stop account 
takeovers, phishing attacks, online fraud and identify theft. 
 
Let’s keep in touch. 
 
inquiries@bloksec.com | bloksec.com | @bloksec 
 
 
 
 

 

For organizations, nothing costs more than 
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